
8 alex schroeder

Equipment

Weapon Gold Notes
Battle axe 7 two handed, smash doors,

requires space to swing
Hand axe 4 can be thrown
Crossbow 30 can be used while lying on

the ground and without
training (a normal human)

30 Quarrels 10

Long bow 40 long range, can be used in
dense formations

Short bow 25 can be used while riding
20 Arrows 5

Dagger 3 can be thrown, can be
hidden

Silver dagger 30 can be used against lycan-
thropes in animal form

Short sword 7 can be used in dense
formations

Long sword 10 can be used on foot
against riders and the
other way around, re-
quires space to swing

Zweihänder 15 two-handed, can be used
against multiple oppo-
nents at the same time,
requires a lot of space

Club 3 bludgeoning
War hammer 5 bludgeoning
Mace 5 bludgeoning
Pole arm 7 two-handed, can be used

from the second rank and
in dense formations

Sling 2 requires a lot of space
30 sling stones – bludgeoning

Spear 3 can be thrown

Armor Class Gold Notes
Leather 7 20 sneaking and swimming are no problem
Chain 5 40 no sneaking and no swimming
Plate 3 60 no sneaking and no swimming
Shield -1 10 can be sacrificed in order to evade an attack
Helmet – 10 helps against death and dismemberment

Item Gold Notes
Backpack 5 to carry more items
Bag (large) 2 to carry more treasure
Flask of oil 2 burns for two rounds doing

1d8 damage when lit using
a torch; may scare animals

Garlic 1 a string of garlic to keep
vampires away

Hammer (small) 2 for spikes and stakes
Holy water 25 burns undead like burning

oil; no torch required
Lantern 10 requires a flask of oil to

burn for 4 h
Mirror 5 to identify vampires and

fight medusas
Rations 15 food for one week; may

distract animals
Rope (50 ft) 1 heavy rope that cannot be

thrown very far
Spikes (12) 1 keep doors open or closed;

need a hammer
Thieves’ tools 25 required by thieves to open

locks
Torches (6) 1 burn for 1 h; may scare

animals
Wolfsbane 10 keeps werewolves away
Wooden pole (10 ft) 1 cheaper than a weapon and

useful for poking things
Wooden stakes (3) 1 to kill vampires; needs a

hammer
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